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Abstract: A traffic simulation of the Jianghan Zone in Wuhan, China was carried out. In order
to simulate genuine traffic flow without traditional hard-to-implement data collection methods,
geographic population distribution data were gathered from the public information and traffic flow
was generated by ActivityGen in SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility). For the sake of discovering
the accuracy of the simulated traffic, real-time road condition and traffic prediction based on previous
data on same time of each road in this area was compared. The results show that traffic flow generated
from geographic population distribution data has referential meanings and with more detailed model
classification, simulated traffic data can be closer to real conditions. This may offer a new way to
generate traffic flow for researchers working in traffic simulation area. Further improvement of the
accuracy in traffic flow generation by geographic population needs to pay more attention on special
places like hospital and train stations.

Keywords: traffic simulation; geographic population distribution; SUMO

1. Introduction

The Chinese automotive market accounted for around 30% of global passenger car
sales since 2016 [1,2]. For new energy vehicles, the percentage is over 50%, and it is
continuously increasing. The robust growth brings social problems such as the traffic jams,
global warming, and other environmental issues. Nonetheless, a social experiment is not
only risky but costly as well, and it is difficult to conduct to resolve such problems.

A virtual experiment using traffic simulation provides an effective way to solve the
existing and coming problems. In building traffic simulation of the real world, two elements
are the most important: a detailed road network and the corresponding traffic demand.
Other aspects also affect the accuracy of simulation, such as the road choice algorithm [3],
the selection of simulation software packages [4], traffic light strategies [5], etc. Most
simulation software packages can import an open-source city map as a road network [4],
however, the corresponding real traffic demands are not easy to obtain.

In imitating real-world traffic, traffic data play an important role. Some seek the rules
of real data to build a model, some verify their simulation results with real data. Most
present research works collect real traffic demand through three methods: trajectory data
from camera, speed data from induction loop detector, and floating car data (FCD) from
data loggers [6]. Due to increasing strict privacy policy, it is more and more difficult to
obtain permission for installing cameras on public roads. Induction loop detectors have
similar problems in installing, and to pave induction loops on each lane is an additional
and often impossible amount of work for researching. In contrast, floating car data is a cost-
effective way to gather accurate traffic data. However, the reliability and representativeness
of traffic flow information based on FCD highly depends on the percentage of floating cars
participating in the traffic flow [7,8]. On an expressway the density of floating vehicles
should be at least 5% of all vehicles [9]. To install data loggers on 5% of all vehicles on road
is not easily reachable in real data collection work.
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How to collect real traffic data is always a problem for lots of researchers. Most
research works related to the establishment of traffic scenarios benefit from cooperation
with the government to obtain data sources. Kastner et al. built a real time traffic condition
prognose platform in Upper Austria and Salzburg with traffic counters owned by the Upper
Austrian government [10]. Bieker et al. established a traffic scenario of the city of Bologna
based on a project in cooperation with the European Commission [11]. Our previous
work was supported by a cooperation with the administration of the city of Duisburg
and had access to traffic data like the origin–destination (OD) matrix and detector data
collected from induction loops and cameras [12,13]. Shafiei et al. built a simulation-based
dynamic traffic assignment model of Melbourne, Australia with detector data and OD
matrix data [14]. However, it is difficult for most researchers to build and analyze traffic
scenarios because the real traffic data are rarely open to the public.

Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [15] is an open-source microscopic traffic
simulation software, developed by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Compared to
similar simulation software, SUMO has more possibilities of model extension with less
complexity. Moreover, SUMO provides a possibility to simulate traffic through geography
data. There is an attachment program of SUMO called ActivityGen. The main idea of
ActivityGen is to simulate people going on and coming off duty or school. So, quite detailed
data such as where the residents live and where they work or the location of schools, are
indispensable. Previous studies focus on using geographical population distribution to
create traffic demand. Codeca et al. [16] rebuilt a 24-h scenario of Luxembourg City with
geographical population distribution, the scenario contains morning and evening rush
hours, also with buses and bus stations. However, without real data comparison and
adjustment the accuracy cannot be proved. Asano et al. [17] built a scenario of Kobe city
in Japan using ActivityGen to generate the OD data and found, by changing the speed
limit of the road, the simulated data will be closer to the traffic census data than using the
default settings.

In this study, we focus on a region of 683,500 residents in Wuhan, China as a particular
example, where the traffic problems are greatest in Wuhan. The traffic simulation of this
region was carried out. The purpose of this work is to reproduce the actual traffic using
public information on the Internet. The road network, the traffic demand and the real
traffic status used for verification were all collected from public information in the Internet.
In addition, the reliability of the traffic generated by geographical population distribution
will be discussed in the summary and the aspects of enhancing reliability will be given.

2. Simulation
2.1. Road Structure

The region we chose in Wuhan is the Jianghan Zone, which is one of the most historic
and busiest areas in Wuhan. To simulate the actual traffic of Jianghan, the road network
and the traffic volume has to be reproduced. Like most kinds of simulations in these
fields, Open-Street Map (OSM) was used to attain the positions and directions of the
roads. In particular, nearly all of the intersections in OSM are different from the real
intersections (see Figure 1), and the unrealistic isolated traffic lanes will trigger unrealistic
traffic jams. In Figure 1a), the vehicles on the right side must wait for three traffic lights
to pass this intersection. In the scenario of the Jianghan area, 1243 roads/edges and
562 intersections/nodes are included. The systematic inaccuracy needs to be verified
manually for each road and intersection, which is an extraordinary tedious and time-
costly work. In order to construct the actual road structure of Jianghan, we adjusted the
intersections through street view. Despite the popularity of Google maps, AutoNavi map
is used in this study because of their higher quality and more complete data in China [18].
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2.2. Trip Generation

To simulate accurate traffic demand, we should know where people live and where
they work. These data were all collected from public information. According to the
Chinese government demographic census [19], the population in the Jianghan Zone is
683,500 (2010), and of those, the working population is calculated from working age (1960)
and the unemployment rate in Wuhan [20]. According to the educational system in China,
school-age is divided into primary school age (6–12) middle school age (13–15) and high
school age (16–18). The number of residents in each community can be found on different
estate websites, which also provides the number of households and the vacancy rate. For
example, for the Wankecheng district located between Jiangzhen Street and the third ring
road in the Jianghan area, it can be found at the LIANJIA website (https://wh.lianjia.com/,
accessed on 12 March 2021) that the building numbers are 11 and the total number of
apartments is 2906. Other information, like opening times and students’ count of each
school, numbers of staff in each workplace and also bus line interval time and stations are
gathered through individual websites. Some of the data sources are listed in Table 1.

https://wh.lianjia.com/
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Table 1. Information for generating traffic demand in ActivityGen.

Items Amount Data Source

Inhabitants 683,500 Jianghan District People’s
Government

Number of households 154,850 Hubei Provincial Bureau of
Statistics

Retirement age 50–60 State Council of China

Car rate 0.28 Hubei Provincial People’s
Government

Unemployment rate 0.02 Human Resources and Social
Security Department of Wuhan

Primary school age limit 6–11 Ministry of Education of China
Primary school students’ number 30,531 Hubei Provincial Bureau of Statics
Middle school age limit 12–14 Ministry of Education of China
Middle school students’ number 13,420 Hubei Provincial Bureau of Statics
High school age limit 15–17 Ministry of Education of China
High school students’ number 7537 Hubei Provincial Bureau of Statics
Vocational school students’ number 5527 Hubei Provincial Bureau of Statics

The geographical population distribution information is written in a statistic file in the
form defined by SUMO. Along with the road network file, the statistic file is generated as
trip files by ActivityGen. The statistic file contains general information such as inhabitants,
households, car rate, etc., population and work position distribution, school information,
distribution parameters, etc. Based on the information in the statistic file, ActivityGen
allocates traffic demand on the road network to form a trip file. The trip file describes when
each vehicle goes from which starting point to which destination point.

In addition to commuting demand, traffic demand data also include shopping demand,
entertainment demand, visiting friends or relatives, etc. These types of traffic demands are
often non-directional in time and space. Therefore, these traffic demands are described as
random trips in simulation. The incoming traffic and outgoing traffic of the selected road
network are also described in statistic files.

As the busiest zone in the city of Wuhan, the Jianghan Zone has a population of 683,500
within 33.43 square kilometers, which makes the population density 20,445 people/km2.
This huge population density makes the difficulty of travel obvious. Fortunately, the con-
struction of public transportation is conducted pretty well, and the public transportation-
sharing rate has raised close to 60% [21]. Due to the public information provided by Wuhan
Transportation Committee [22], the traffic demand calculated from geographic population
distribution data is verified by the total travel times of the whole city.

2.3. Traffic Information

The simulation utilizing SUMO was carried out by using a road network and the
route data prepared by the method described above. The road network was converted by
NETCONVERT, which is an attachment program of SUMO. The resulting route network is
compared against the original map of the Jianghan Zone in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. (a) Original Map and (b) abstracted road network of Jianghan Zone.

We used ActigvityGen to generate trip files in SUMO according to geographic popula-
tion data mentioned above, and then it was necessary to construct a route file. In this study,
the DUAROUTER, which is another attachment program of SUMO, was applied to decide
the route of the vehicle. This program inspects the minimum travelling time path between
origin and destination written by the trip file using Dijkstra [23] method. We assumed
that people use an intelligent navigation system to find their quickest way to work and
going home, the same as the Dijkstra method. To optimize the distribution of trips, we
used dynamic user equilibrium recommended by SUMO. The dynamic user equilibrium is
based on the principle that through multiple iterations, all the vehicles will find the most
timesaving way. The route file generated from geographical population distribution was
iterated with a python program, also a sub-program provided by SUMO. It generates a new
route file after each step of iteration. Then, based on the new generated route file, another
step of iteration is launched. After 100 time-iterations, we chose the best trip distribution
as our route file. The flow chart of the process of building the simulation and the data type
have been used are shown in Figure 3, where the data in blue boxes were obtained from
the Internet.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Real-Time Traffic in AutoNavi Map

To verify the traffic situation created by software, we compared it to the real traffic
data. In this article, a macroscopic scale verification method was used because of the
limitation of the verification data. AutoNavi map is supported by AutoNavi Software
Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China), which provides real-time traffic in three colors. Red indicates
congestion and the average speed in this area is less than 5 km/h, yellow indicates low
speed, the average speed is 5–30 km/h, green indicates smooth traffic with average speeds
over 30 km/h. Compared to the strict data protection guidelines in Europe, the handling
of private data in China is much less regulated. Therefore, the collection of real-time
traffic data is much easier. For instance, the traffic data of the AutoNavi map are collected
in real-time from different sources; 15% of data are from the traffic control department
of the city, mostly their data are from fixed-point detections like camera and induction
loops. AutoNavi map users offer the remaining 85% of data. In most cities, AutoNavi
cooperates with taxi companies to gain their FCD. AutoNavi also has a close cooperation
with transportation network companies such as Uber and Didi. What is more, as the most
popular map app (also Apple Maps’ provider), AutoNavi obtain FCD from each user while
they are uploading their positions during navigation. After acquired by Alibaba Group,
AutoNavi synchronized other staff vehicle FCD such as logistics vehicle data and food
delivery data. Though these methods together, AutoNavi get real-time traffic data with
high accuracy and fidelity.

3.2. Comparison of Weekly Data with Simulation

We selected the eight most representative road sections in the Jianghan Zone (see
Figure 4) and recorded their forecasted traffic status in 24 h from Monday to Sunday. The
forecast is provided by the AutoNavi map, and it is based on the data from the same day
of the week, and at the same time of the day. For example, the forecasted traffic status of
Monday 8:00 is a synthesis of the traffic state at the road section from 8:00 to 9:00 of every
Monday. According to the map, we use a different color on behalf of different traffic status:
Green for unimpeded, yellow for slow traffic, and red for congestion. For example, the
average speed of the vehicles in road Section 1 (verification point 1) is lower than 5 km/h,
and the forecasted traffic status of this road section is shown in red. Therefore, the grid at
8:00 on Monday of road Section 1 in Figure 5 is painted in red. The forecasted traffic status
of the same road section on Saturday and Sunday are yellow and green, the grids at 8:00
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on Saturday and Sunday of road Section 1 are painted yellow and green, respectively. In
these eight road sections, the hourly traffic status of eight verification points is recorded
in Figure 5.
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The hourly simulated traffic status of the 8 verification points is also recorded in
Figure 5. The simulation represents a normal working day, the simulation time in seconds
is calculated as day time, and if the average speed of vehicles at the road Section 1 between
28,800 s and 32,400 s is over 30 km/h, the grid at 8:00 of simulation of road Section 1 is
painted into green. In this way, all hourly simulated traffic status of 8 road sections is
recorded in Figure 5.

4. Results

In Figure 5, forecasted traffic data are shown from Monday to Sunday vertically,
and the last row of each section shows the simulated traffic status. In the 8 road sections,
sections 2–4 can represent normal traffic situation in a city, the difference between workdays
and weekends are obvious: on weekends, the red and yellow situations (represent traffic
jam and slow traffic flow) are apparently less. What is more, in these three sections,
peak periods are also outstanding, particularly am 8 and 17 o’clock, the roads carry more
traffic pressure. Since ActivityGen does not offer a weekend mode, the simulated traffic is
imitating workdays. Therefore, the results of the simulation are simultaneously close to the
forecasted traffic situation on workdays is expectable. In road sections 2–4, the result of the
traffic scenario is quite persuasive.

Besides normal road sections, we want to check the accuracy of simulated traffic in
special extremely crowded public locations. Therefore, we selected one road section in
front of a train station (section 1), two in front of two hospitals separately (sections 5 and 6),
and two in densely populated resident areas (sections 7 and 8). Due to the differences in
medical systems, family doctors are not common in China, people go to hospitals directly
no matter whether they have a serious aliment or not. Moreover, because of cultural
differences, people prefer to go to the hospital with their family or friends, which means,
half of the people in the hospital are neither medical staff nor patients. All these reasons
make hospitals a traffic intensive area, no matter where the hospital is located. In sections
5 and 6 of Figure 5, we can notice that the yellow parts (represent slow traffic) of predicted
traffic last longer comparing to normal situations (sections 2–4), and there is no apparent
difference between workdays and weekends. The simulation result differs from 6 to
20 o’clock. In addition, actual afternoon rush hour is later than simulated, and also later
than normal situations like sections 2–4, this can be explained by going to the hospital
after work.

For some cities, the train station is the busiest area of the city, which is also the
case in the Jianghan Zone. In road section 1, traffic jam continues 10 h every day, which
shows a relatively large difference from the simulated traffic. The reason could be the
passenger flow. Normally the number of passengers leaving from Hankou train station
is over 70,000 per day, on special national holidays, the number can be over 140,000 [24].
Nevertheless, the simulation model just considers the working staff of the train station,
which are significantly less than the passengers are.

Sections 7 and 8 are example road sections of two dense residential areas. Section 7 is
at the edge of residential belts, also connecting the way to Yangtze River, but at the same
time, Section 8 is in the middle of a group of dense residential areas and this road section is
the only way, which must be passed for several residential quarters. These two sections
show longer and heavier jam situations than normal traffic. The simulated traffic status has
roughly met the forecasted traffic status from AutoNavi, based on the results from these
two sections, we are glad to see ActivityGen can simulate traffic flow in residential areas.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we built a traffic simulation of the Jianghan Zone in Wuhan, China. For
a district with 683,500 inhabitants, traffic situations are relatively complex and traffic jams
occur often in this busiest area in Wuhan. We simulate the traffic with ActivityGen in SUMO,
using geographic population distribution data gathered from public information. To find
out the accuracy of the simulated traffic, real-time road condition and traffic prediction
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based on previous data from the same time or each road in this area was compared. In
the selected eight representative road sections, most simulated results are close to the
predicted traffic based on real data (sections 2–4, 7 and 8). In particular areas like hospitals
(sections 5 and 6), train station (section 1), the simulated traffic is relatively smoother
than real ones. Therefore, further work in enhancing the accuracy of simulated data of
ActivityGen can be building new models for special public areas like hospitals and train
stations. With more detailed model classification, simulated traffic data can be closer to
real conditions.

This article uses a macroscopic verification method for a microscopic traffic simulation
in Jianghan Zone of the city of Wuhan. Comparing with our previous experiences of
building traffic simulations [12,13,25,26] with more reliable traffic data sources including
induction loops data, camera data, OD matrix data, etc., in this article, all the data sources
which have been used in building the scenario are all public information gathered from the
Internet. Comparing with accurate traffic estimation models using complicated calculation
method such as neural network [27,28] and machine learning [29], the estimation method
in this work can simulate the average speed of each intersection in the entire city with
easy-to-obtain data, and does not require the actual speed of each simulated road section of
the whole road network. Moreover, the generated traffic models can be used for assisting
road planning, traffic light planning, large-scale event planning, etc.

In an age when privacy information is getting more and more attention and traditional
methods of gathering real traffic data are harder to implement and more costly, this
paper may offer a new way in traffic flow generation and verification from 100% public
information from the Internet. Further research is planned to improve the accuracy of
using geographic population information to generate traffic demand by improving more
urban models, including hospitals and railway stations.
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